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Digital print

Lightness

Easy transport

Fireproof material

Breathable fabric

Fireproof material available

Water repellent material

Sun protection



CLASSIC
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MINI

TABLE

BASE PLATES 
AND ACCESSORIES

FLYING BANNERS

Easy-Flag

MARKING FLAG

SUPPORTER FLAG
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Available in four sizes in the classic “knife” shape, they can be put up and dismounted very quickly. 
The flag kit, enclosed in a strong polyester bag with zip, includes the screw ideal to fix the flag in soft 
ground such as grass, snow, sand and soil. Various metal bases are available, studied for different 
uses and fit for solid surfaces as concrete and asphalt. You can also order just the flag.

 ∙ Large and small quantities
 ∙ Aluminium anodized structure
 ∙ Spring steel flexible tip 

 ∙ Quick and easy to assemble
 ∙ Packaging designed for easy storage
 ∙ Customized flag C
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The Easy-Flag Drop is a flag with the same features of the classic one but with a “drop shaped” flag, 
100% made of polyester. Its complete kit is delivered in a strong polyester bag with a zip including 
the screw to fix it on soft grounds, advertising flag, anodized aluminium poles and flexible spring 
steel tip.  Thanks to its structure it stays perfectly tight even with no wind. You can also order just 
the flag.

DROP

  

 ∙ Easy and quick to assemble
 ∙ Customized flag C
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Easy-Flag

Easy-Flag full kit includes:

 . Transportation bag

 . Fixer 

 . Aluminium poles (frame)

 . Flag

Additional ballast to be filled 
with water or sand

Iron base

Base for cars 40x40cm metal base Kit 2 Bannerman Easy-Flag XL fixer H. 60 cm

30 Kg concrete base 20 Kg concrete base Additional ballast 

Iron base  “cross-shaped”,
fit for all the surfaces

20 Kg. concrete base, 
plastic coated

30 Kg concrete base, 
with a plastic coating

Base for cars, ideal for cars with 
decentralized support

XL fixer, specific for Easy-Flags 
of big dimensions

40x40cm metal base, for hard 
surfaces such as concrete, 
asphalt, soil and floors

Kit 2 Bannerman Easy-Flag 
fixing to the PRO Gazebo 40mm 
frame

ACCESSORIES

Easy-Flag Full Kit



Easy-Flag
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CLASSIC DROP

MINI

HOOKING
with carabiner
to keep tense
the sail ALWAYS!

  

Easy-Flag Mini is the flag designed to advertise your brand in a shop or a shopping corner. Quick 
to assemble and easy to handle thanks to the high quality materials, it’s stable and can keep its 
shape for a long time. It’s delivered in a complete kit including base, aluminium pole, fiberglass tip, 
polished  metal base and it’s contained in a single box. The flag can be customized with all kinds of 
graphic and colours. Digital printing for small quantities and serigraphic printing for big quantities.

 . Large and small quantities
 . Quick and easy to assemble
 . Base made of iron

 . Aluminium pole
 . Flexible fiberglass tip
 . Customising of the flag
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SPEAKING 
BOX

Easy-Flag Mini full kit includes:

 . Base plate

 . Aluminium poles (frame)

 . Flag

 . Screws and allen key

Easy-Flag Mini Full Kit


